Bombastic Burlesque
May 28th 5:30 - 6:30 pm
Austin Academy of Burlesque
6039 N I-35
Sign up via Mindbody App!
Valeri Jinxy Abrego’s Photos

In Profile Pictures

New body who dis?

Jolene Keene 🔥🔥🔥
1w

Marina Cohen Looking good! I bet you’re feeling good too!
1w

Laurie Clark so how long was the worst of recovery? You look fantastic!!!!
1w

Valeri Jinxy Abrego Laurie Clark I’m still recovering from my tummy tuck. My wounds aren’t healing fast enough, but they’re healthy and not infected. But definitely healing slow. As for the top, I felt 100% since week 3.
1w

Laurie Clark So glad to hear you are doing so well and back doing shows!
1w

Valeri Jinxy Abrego Laurie Clark oh yeah me too. I gotta make that 😁😁
1w
IS THIS THE COCKSUCKER RESIDENCE?

"ISN'T THIS 1945-PUSSEY version?"
When Natives see a white sacred site being burnt down

- First time?
my mom is mean as FUCK can’t none of you bitches hurt my feelings lmao.
Valeri Jinxy Abrego's Photos
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Special Guests:

Godiva Morte

Boiz of Austin

Show Us Your KITTIES!!!

A Cat Tuesday Showcase
March 5th @ Elysium
Doors at 9pm $5
Show at 10pm

and Sylvia Hatchett-Purchase
NOT TODAY SATA...

OKAY, WELL, MAYBE I HAVE A LITTLE TIME TO SPARE.
Very Frisky Stripmas

Special Guest: Alexander the Great
Dame Stella Piper's Birthday Celebration
So I've been reading a lot of crap about the KKK, the Neo Nazis, Proud Boys, planning to intimidate people at the polls tomorrow. First of all that's illegal and secondly, if you're worried that you may intimidated in your polling place. I offer my services of protection. Just picture me standing like this by my car or your car, just wishing a motherfucker would... PSA seriously y'all, it's illeg... See More
So I've been reading a lot of crap about the KKK, the Neo Nazis, Proud Boys, planning to intimidate people at the polls tomorrow. First of all that's illegal and secondly, if you're worried that you may be intimidated in your polling place, I offer my services of protection. Just picture me standing like this by my car or your car, just wishing a motherfucker would... PSA seriously y'all, it's illegal for anyone to intimidate anyone at the polls. If you see it, report it, call the police, film them, because NOONE should feel intimidated at the polls. Also if you see a person of color or feel as a person of color, like your vote is be suppressed (i.e. told you can't vote, turned away, or asked for a birth certificate) remind them that it's also illegal for your rights as a voter to be suppressed, call your local voter registrars office and make a police report. The ACLU is also providing a hotline to report voter suppression. Be safe everyone. The polls are our battleground right now.
HEX THE PATRIARCHY

NEVERTHELESS, SHE PERSISTED
La'Tereha Deltrico: If I could love this more than once I would!
1y

Patricia Benton: Stunning picture! OMG
1y

Sarah Garcia: I'm loving that people chose to do the Handmaid Tale thing. I've only seen one episode of the show but I read the book and that shit is scary, especially with Trump and all his goons in office.
1y
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At Pearl Bar Houston.

2

Share
The Boiz of Austin present...
The 2nd annual Homo for the Holigays!
Celebrating two years of the Boiz of Austin!

December 12
Elysium Austin
Doors 9 pm. Showtime 10 pm!
18+. $5 G/A. Tipping appreciated!
705 Red River Street
UNBEARABLE

FEATURING

BULIMIANNE RHAPSODY & CHIQUE-FIL-ATIO

EVERY FIRST THURSDAY

IRON BEAR 121 W 8TH ST
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in No Sleep till Brooklyn tour
Valeri Jinxy Abrego's Photos
in No Sleep til Brooklyn tour
Valeri Jinxy Abrego
Follow: October 4, 2017 near New York, k

With Max Morrison, Dan DeDon, Zennyth Gal Steph Mason.
Papi Churro September 2017

Sept. 2nd - Drag Revolt (San Antonio)
Sept. 8th - Bearded Lady at the Iron Bear
Sept. 12 - Boiz of Austin 90's Night at Elysium
Sept. 16th - Papi's Playhouse Junk Food Junkie: Carousel Lounge
Sept. 21-28th - Boiz of Austin No Sleep Till Brooklyn Tour
Sept. 30th - Dangerzone Boylesque Spiderhouse Ballroom
Sept. 29th - Lady Queen (Jinxy) Seller's Underground
Piss off The witch
summon her inner bitch

The Celtic Witch
Valeri Jinyx Abrego's Photos
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Valeri Jinyx Abrego: I have killed things from other worlds before.

3y
I must FIGHT with all my STRENGTH so that the LITTLE POSITIVE things that my health allows me to do might be pointed toward helping the REVOLUTION. The only REAL reason for living.

- FRIDA KAHLO
Must be the Season of the Witch
Brave little virgin who lit the candle, I'll be thy friend!
#witchhunty #witchywoman
#sandersonsistersrealness

Priscila Larmay I love this witchyness❤️
"Come little children, I'll take thee away..."
4y

Rhiann L Abrego Grow out ur lockes and lighten them!!!! This picture is great!!!!
4y

Valeri Jinxy Abrego I would grow my hair, but then I won't get to wear by beautiful wigs. 😞
4y
The Beautiful People — with Priscila Larmay and Joey Stayne.

Priscila Larmay 🥰👍
4y

Jennifer Varner very beautiful people
4y
Valeri Jinxy Abrego
Follow  May 18, 2014 · 🌟

65 likes

Daley South you are fabulous and I am sad I missed this
5y · 2 likes

Naomi Loghry I love this photograph so much!
5y · 1 like

Anslee Connell What is this?!?! How did I miss it?!?!?!????
5y · 1 like

Valeri Jinxy Abrego It was my performance last Friday. I got to be a drag queen.
5y · 1 like
When designers love their creations too much!

Valeri Jinxy Abrego So I don't get this one reported like the last ones I had up. 😓

5y

Valeri Jinxy Abrego Plus it's legal to have breastfeeding pictures 😊

5y

Estée Slaughter Hahaha yes

5y
I'm a grown Queen, doing grown things.... — at Poo Poo Platters's Drag Disgrace.
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Jello wrestling with the girls!